
Subject: 2 Boxes completed!
From: Erin Stone
Date: 03/31/2017 05:08 PM
To: jackie.keene@lacity.org, Aaron Aulenta <aaron@urbanplaceconsulting.com>, James Askew
<jamesaskewfornoho@gmail.com>, Paul Storiale <mtnhnc@gmail.com>

Hi All!
Quick update:  The next two boxes have been completed!  They are located on Lankershim and Chandler (in front of the
newly built portion of the metro stop) by artist Johnie Thornton and Chandler and Tujunga by Alexandra Cube.  Anti-graffiti
coating has been added.

Still to be completed regarding these two boxes:
 With in the next week, the boxes will be photographed and added to streetboxart.com along with before and after images
sent out to all.

Regarding the next and final 3 boxes:
The initial designs that were approved last year are unable to be completed due to the artists schedule and timeline of this
project.  While in the process of acquiring the final $3k, we put out another call to design to our network of artists.  The 11:11
team chose their favorites.  We'd like to pass along these designs for your approval and vote.

There are 3 boxes left and below i have put a link to 6 designs.
They are numbered in the order of 11:11's votes.  We believe these are the best technically executed, have worked with the
artists before so we know their professionalism, that their paintings will mirror their renderings, and believe they will fit onto
the neighborhood the best.

1- Steve Martinez
design of hummingbird.
Steve is a San Fernando Valley resident and is followed and collected by major galleries around the country.  He created a
beautiful mural in the NoHo Arts District
last year, next to Starbucks on Magnolia and Lankershim. Steve is our FIRST CHOICE unanimously.

2-Sean Ghobad
design of spinning top through the sky
Sean is a master!  His box will look almost exactly like his rendering.  He is one of the most technically talented painters we
have every worked with, also a SFV resident and highly professional.  Sean was also a UNANIMOUS choice with the 11:11
team.

3- Collin Salazar
Collin is a local artist and very eager to paint a box in NoHo. His design was also chosen unanimously. The team fell in love
with his design and believe it would be a wonderful addition to the neighborhood; Keeping all of the boxes fresh, hip and
quite different from each other.

Please click on this link for view the designs.  They are labeled in order of the 11:11 team's favorites.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/i42rkj0a9t5by4n/AAABen0S7XWZDMkHKEW3wnXya?dl=0

Thank you and please let me know your choices ASAP!

-- 
Erin Stone
Co-Founder / Program Director / Head Curator

11:11 A Creative Collective
www.1111ACC.org
Erin@1111ACC.org
(818)689-1778


